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Students continue to investigate why different organisms in a population can be more likely to survive than others in
their environment. They use a new version of the Survival Model to understand that different traits can affect
organisms’ likelihood of survival by making it easier or harder for them to meet their needs in a given environment. In
this version of the Survival Model, students investigate a population of pocket mice with variation in their traits for fur
color: half of the population has pale tan fur, and the other half has dark brown fur. Students learn about the
environment in which the pocket mice live and use the model to collect data about the likelihood of survival of pocket
mice with different traits for fur color. Students read a section of Biomimicry Handbook to learn more about adaptive
and non-adaptive traits and then explore an array of traits from different organisms, choosing one to consider as
inspiration for ideas for possible designs. The purpose of this lesson is for students to deepen their understanding
about how the traits of organisms can affect their survival in an environment.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Over the past 10 years, the snails with yellow shells have not survived as well as the snails with
banded shells.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Pocket mice with different traits can be more likely or less likely to survive in an
environment.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Adaptive traits make it easier for an organism to meet its needs in an environment.

• Non-adaptive traits make it harder for an organism to meet its needs in an environment.
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Students read Biomimicry Handbook to learn more about adaptive and non-
adaptive traits.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce adaptive adaptive and non-adaptive and non-adaptive tre traitaitss..

2. S2. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror reeadingading BiomimicrBiomimicry Handbooky Handbook..

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Biomimicry Handbook to each pair and have partners remind themselves
how the book is organized by locating the table of contents, the index, the glossary, and the headings that begin each
section.

44. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 7s 7–9–9.. Explain that partners should read the “What Are Adaptive Traits?” section and stop at
the end of page 9. Circulate and support students in reading, as necessary.

1 2

3
READING

Reading About Adaptive
and Non-Adaptive Traits

4

Reading About Adaptive and
Non-Adaptive Traits

20
MIN

Dark brown fur made it easier for the pocket mice to survive in the environment where there was dark-colored
volcanic rock. When a trait makes it easier for an organism to survive in its environment, scientists say that the
trait is adaptive. So, dark brown fur is an adaptive trait in the volcanic rock environment.

When a trait makes it harder for an organism to survive in its environment, that trait is non-adaptive. So, pale tan
fur is a non-adaptive trait in the volcanic rock environment.

Biomimicry engineers are often interested in the traits that make it easier for organisms to meet their needs and
survive—adaptive traits. Learning about these traits can give biomimicry engineers ideas for designs they can
make to solve problems.

As biomimicry engineers, you will be using ideas from organisms to make your own designs later in the unit. Let’s
read Biomimicry Handbook to find out more about adaptive traits and why they are important.
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55. D. Debrieebrief pf pagagees 7s 7–9 o–9 off BiomimicrBiomimicry Handbooky Handbook..

Have partners discuss and then call on students to share their ideas. If students do not bring it up, focus them on the
environment in the Pocket Mouse Survival Model (dark lava rock) compared to the environment the mice are in on page
9 (light sand).

Have partners discuss. Encourage students to refer to the pictures and captions on page 7 to help them answer the
question.

66. D. Defineefine adaptivadaptivee andand non-adaptivnon-adaptivee.. Hold up the vocabulary cards.

Post the vocabulary cards to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

Teacher Support
Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: About Re: About Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
Reference books provide in-depth information about specific topics and are typically read for particular purposes. For
this reason, students do not read every section in reference books, nor do they read reference books from beginning to
end. Rather, they search for the information they need and then read the relevant sections carefully. You may wish to

• FFocus on pockocus on pocket micet micee.. Have students turn to page 9.

Which trait for fur color—dark brown or pale tan—is an adaptive trait for these mice in this sandy environment?
Which fur color helps them survive in this environment?
[Pale tan fur.]

In the Pocket Mouse Survival Model, we observed that the trait for dark brown fur was an adaptive trait, and the
trait for pale tan fur was a non-adaptive trait. How can that be?

• FFocus on importocus on importancance oe of enf envirvironmentonment..

We need to know what the environment in which an organism lives is like in order to know if a trait is adaptive, or
makes it easier for an organism to meet its needs in that environment.

• FFocus on other orocus on other orgganismsanisms..

Is it just mice that have adaptive and non-adaptive traits? Are there other organisms that have adaptive and non-
adaptive traits?

Adaptive means making it easier for an organism to meet its needs in an environment.

Non-adaptive means making it harder for an organism to meet its needs in an environment.
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provide instruction around the table of contents, glossary, and index if students are not familiar with these features.
This will prepare students to use the reference book in later lessons in this unit, as a scientist might, and it encourages
students to read complex text both purposefully and carefully.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Intre: Introducing the Coducing the Conconceptepts os of Af Adaptivdaptive and Non-Ae and Non-Adaptivdaptive Be Beefforore the Te the Termserms
We chose to wait to introduce the terms adaptive and non-adaptive until after students have had multiple experiences
with the concepts through the firsthand investigations in this lesson and the previous lesson. Referring to adaptive and
non-adaptive traits as traits that make it easier or harder for an organism to survive in an environment focuses students
on thinking about the relationship between an organism and its environment. The terms are formally introduced at the
end of this lesson when students have had multiple experiences with adaptive and non-adaptive traits and are better
able to connect the terms with their observations.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Make: Make a Lise a List ot of Non-Af Non-Adaptivdaptive Te Trraitaitss
It may be more difficult for students to grasp the notion of a non-adaptive trait than it is to grasp the notion of an
adaptive trait. Consider keeping a running list of non-adaptive traits that students encounter over the course of the unit,
such as coloration that stands out in the environment, a beak structure that makes it harder to get food, or a weaker
shell that makes it harder to avoid being eaten. Students will have the opportunity to consider additional non-adaptive
traits when they create digital models in Lesson 2.5, as well as in several activities in Chapter 3. You can have students
add to this list as they encounter new examples of non-adaptive traits.
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Students read Biomimicry Handbook to learn more about adaptive and non-
adaptive traits.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce adaptive adaptive and non-adaptive and non-adaptive tre traitaitss..

2. S2. Set purpoet purposse fe for ror reeadingading BiomimicrBiomimicry Handbooky Handbook..

33. Dis. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Biomimicry Handbook to each pair and have partners remind themselves
how the book is organized by locating the table of contents, the index, the glossary, and the headings that begin each
section.

1 2

3
READING

Reading About Adaptive
and Non-Adaptive Traits

4

Reading About Adaptive and
Non-Adaptive Traits

20
MIN

El pelaje de color café oscuro ayudó a que el ratón de bolsas sobreviviera en el ambiente que tenía rocas
volcánicas oscuras. Cuando un rasgo ayuda a un organismo a sobrevivir en su ambiente, los científicos dicen que
este rasgo es adaptativo. Así que el pelaje de color café oscuro es un rasgo adaptativo en el ambiente de roca
volcánica.

Cuando un rasgo hace que al organismo le sea más difícil sobrevivir en su ambiente, ese rasgo no es adaptativo.
Así que el pelaje de color beige pálido es un rasgo no adaptativo en el ambiente de roca volcánica.

Los ingenieros de biomimetismo a menudo se interesan en los rasgos que ayudan a los organismos a satisfacer
sus necesidades y a sobrevivir, es decir, los rasgos adaptativos. Aprender sobre estos rasgos puede darles a los
ingenieros de biomimetismo ideas de diseño que pueden hacer para resolver problemas.

Como ingenieros e ingenieras de biomimetismo, ustedes usarán ideas de organismos para hacer sus propios
diseños más adelante en la unidad. Leamos el Manual del biomimetismo para aprender más sobre los rasgos
adaptativos y por qué son importantes.
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44. Ha. Havve pe partnerartners rs reead pad pagagees 7s 7–9–9.. Explain that partners should read the “What Are Adaptive Traits?” section and stop at
the end of page 9. Circulate and support students in reading, as necessary.

55. D. Debrieebrief pf pagagees 7s 7–9 o–9 off BiomimicrBiomimicry Handbooky Handbook..

Have partners discuss and then call on students to share their ideas. If students do not bring it up, focus them on the
environment in the Pocket Mouse Survival Model (dark lava rock) compared to the environment the mice are in on page
9 (light sand).

Have partners discuss. Encourage students to refer to the pictures and captions on page 7 to help them answer the
question.

66. D. Defineefine adaptivadaptivee andand non-adaptivnon-adaptivee.. Hold up the vocabulary cards.

Post the vocabulary cards to the Vocabulary section of the classroom wall.

• FFocus on pockocus on pocket micet micee.. Have students turn to page 9.

¿Qué rasgo para el color del pelaje, café oscuro o beige pálido, es un rasgo adaptativo para estos ratones en este
ambiente arenoso? ¿Qué color de pelaje les ayuda a sobrevivir en este ambiente?
[El pelaje beige pálido].

En el Modelo de supervivencia del ratón de bolsas observamos que el rasgo para pelaje de color café oscuro era
un rasgo adaptativo, y que el rasgo para pelaje beige pálido era un rasgo no adaptativo. ¿Cómo es posible?

• FFocus on importocus on importancance oe of enf envirvironmentonment..

Para poder saber si un rasgo es adaptativo, o si hace que al organismo le sea más fácil satisfacer sus
necesidades en ese ambiente, tenemos que saber cómo es el ambiente en el que vive el organismo.

• FFocus on other orocus on other orgganismsanisms..

¿Solo los ratones tienen rasgos adaptativos y no adaptativos? ¿Hay otros organismos que tengan rasgos
adaptativos y no adaptativos?

Adaptativo significa que le hace más fácil a un organismo satisfacer sus necesidades en un ambiente.

No adaptativo significa que le hace más difícil a un organismo satisfacer sus necesidades en un ambiente.

Lesson 2.4
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Teacher Support
Background

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: About Re: About Reeffererencence Be Bookookss
Reference books provide in-depth information about specific topics and are typically read for particular purposes. For
this reason, students do not read every section in reference books, nor do they read reference books from beginning to
end. Rather, they search for the information they need and then read the relevant sections carefully. You may wish to
provide instruction around the table of contents, glossary, and index if students are not familiar with these features.
This will prepare students to use the reference book in later lessons in this unit, as a scientist might, and it encourages
students to read complex text both purposefully and carefully.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Intre: Introducing the Coducing the Conconceptepts os of Af Adaptivdaptive and Non-Ae and Non-Adaptivdaptive Be Beefforore the Te the Termserms
We chose to wait to introduce the terms adaptive and non-adaptive until after students have had multiple experiences
with the concepts through the firsthand investigations in this lesson and the previous lesson. Referring to adaptive and
non-adaptive traits as traits that make it easier or harder for an organism to survive in an environment focuses students
on thinking about the relationship between an organism and its environment. The terms are formally introduced at the
end of this lesson when students have had multiple experiences with adaptive and non-adaptive traits and are better
able to connect the terms with their observations.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Make: Make a Lise a List ot of Non-Af Non-Adaptivdaptive Te Trraitaitss
It may be more difficult for students to grasp the notion of a non-adaptive trait than it is to grasp the notion of an
adaptive trait. Consider keeping a running list of non-adaptive traits that students encounter over the course of the unit,
such as coloration that stands out in the environment, a beak structure that makes it harder to get food, or a weaker
shell that makes it harder to avoid being eaten. Students will have the opportunity to consider additional non-adaptive
traits when they create digital models in Lesson 2.5, as well as in several activities in Chapter 3. You can have students
add to this list as they encounter new examples of non-adaptive traits.
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